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However, Lin Ziming didn’t pay attention to him at all, so he drank tea on
his own.
Lin Ziming’s ignoring gesture deeply irritated him, and his face became
gloomy.
“I’m talking to you, are you deaf?” Lu Fan said coldly, his tone of anger
revealed.
Lin Ziming slowly put the tea cup down, leaned on the sofa, looked up at
him, and said, “I will not leave her.”
Lu Fan sneered, “So, you don’t give me Lu Fan face anymore? Lin, I advise
you not to mistake yourself! My uncle is the Lord of Origin City Lu
Yingjie!”
When he said this, he straightened his waist, his face full of arrogance, in the
eyes of the other Taoists, he was very domineering.
It’s just that, to Lin Ziming, it was just a clown, what was the difference
from the ants crawling on the ground. Just kidding, he is a terrifying
existence that even Gu Xuan and Wu Meizi can beat to death, how can he be
intimidated by a small character like Lu Fan.
“So?” Lin Ziming said leisurely.
Lu Fan felt Lin Ziming’s contempt for him, and was extremely annoyed. As
the nephew of the city lord Lu Yingjie, he was always in awe wherever he
went. Whoever saw him was not always respectful. As a result, this guy in
front of him, It is unforgivable to dare to despise him!
“You are looking for death, do you know?” Lu Fan said these words almost
gritted his teeth.
“Young Master Lu, what to do with so much rubbish nonsense, just be
honest with a beating!”
“That’s right, Lord Lu, with your identity and this kind of rubbish nonsense,
didn’t you tarnish your identity! Let us brothers take action, beat him up,
and throw it out!”
Three young Taoists geared up to surround Lin Ziming, staring at him,
trying to make Lin Ziming rough.
As the Tao family, they have now become Lu Fan’s lackeys.
Lin Ziming’s expression is a bit weird. These guys are not even ordinary
warriors. They are just ordinary people, and they are ordinary people with
relatively weak physique. At first glance, they know that they are the master
of Ye Ye Shengge, and they have long been hollowed out by the wine. Body,
such rubbish, let alone three, even if it is three hundred, it is not the slightest
threat to him.
“I advise you not to act rashly.” Lin Ziming frowned and said.
When they saw Lin Ziming saying this, they thought Lin Ziming was scared,
and they all started to laugh inwardly.
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“Unfortunately, I thought how hard his bones are. Now we are afraid of it
even before we start, haha.”
“I don’t want us to do anything. Kneel down now and apologize to Lu
Gongzi. We can look at Lu Gongzi’s face and let you go for the time being.”
The other Tao family members also looked at Lin Ziming jokingly. In their
eyes, Lin Ziming seemed to be a rubbish.
Lin Ziming: “…”
He felt very speechless. Tao Sanniang had a high IQ and was well-educated.
Why are all her family members so brain-disabled?
But he is also embarrassed now, anyway, these are Tao Sanniang’s family
members, is it really impossible for him to deal with ordinary people? In his
capacity as an extraordinary master, it is really ugly to deal with ordinary
people.
But if you don’t take action, it’s not his character to let these people offend
him.
Just when he was embarrassed, Tao Sanniang had already come out,
accompanied by her impatient voice, “Mom, you don’t need to say, anyway,
what I promised you has already been done. Now I have found a boyfriend.
Next You don’t care about me!”
Tao Sanniang came out of the room and saw Lin Ziming surrounded by a
group of people. Several of the young people were still flexing their hands.
She was about to be rough at Lin Ziming. She immediately speeded up and
said angrily: “Hey, What are you doing!”
The three young people from the Tao family showed an unwilling
expression on their faces when they saw Tao Sanniang coming out.
Unfortunately, they didn’t have time to teach Lin Ziming, so Sister Yu Rong
came out!
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